
SynopSiS

 
The mysterious wild man of the woods 
delivers the chilling warning to Tom, but of 
course no-one listens to the scrawny kitchen 
boy when he desperately tries to warn the 
Master of Arms. To Tom’s horror, the warning 
rings true and darkness and destruction 
descend upon Wolfhaven Castle. Only four 
escape capture during the attack… Tom, 

trained to scrub pots, not fight; Elanor, the 
lord’s daughter; Sebastian, a knight in training; 
and Quinn, the witch’s apprentice.

It falls to these unlikely heroes to save their 
people and land from being destroyed. Follow 
them on their quest through dark forests, 
crashing waterfalls and deep caverns across 
Stormness. They must find four magical beasts 
from legend if they are to save the people and 
the land.

But first, they have to make it out of the  
castle alive…

Teacher noTeS
Free resources are available including 
teacher notes and copymasters! Visit 

scholastic.com.au/toolkit

ThemeS
The story contains a diverse range of important recurring  
elements and motifs. Some of the major themes that  
develop throughout the series include:

• Fantasy

• Mythology

• Prophecies 
 

• Heroes and heroines 

• Medieval setting

• Gender and social class

a meSSaGe  
From KaTe
I have wanted to be a writer for as long as 
I can remember. I was writing stories and 
poems from the time I could first hold a 
pencil and I wrote my first novel when I was 
only seven.

I think it’s because I have always loved books 
so much. It doesn’t matter what is happening 
to you in your own life—books are a magical 
gateway to other worlds and other times.  
For a while you walk around in someone 
else’s shoes, and you travel their journey of 
discovery with them. For me, books are a true 
kind of magic.

When I first began dreaming of being a writer, I imagined myself writing the sort 
of books I so loved to read,  books that were filled with wonder and adventure, 
mystery and magic. As a child, I always thought I would write for other children,  
and now my dreams have come true and I write for both children and adults.

 
 

Kate Forsyth

       Kate Forsyth has been called 
‘one of the finest writers of 
this generation’. ‘‘‘‘

       Tell your lord to beware, 
the wolves smell danger 
in the wind. ‘‘‘‘

Thrilling new five-book series from award-winning 
and best-selling Australian author Kate Forsyth.

Perfect mix of fantasy and adventure in an awesome, action-packed 
quest designed to engage both boys and girls aged 9 to 12 years old.

Dangerous beasts, ancient prophecies, castles, spells,  
battles—this series has it all.

claSSroom Guide

KATE FORSYTH

www.theimpossiblequest.com

Word Search
Can you find all the words below? Words can go up, down, diagonally or 

 backwards! Circle the ones you find!

ADVENTURE

ARWAN

BRAVE

CAS TLE

CATRIN

ELANOR

FERGUS

FROS T WICK

GRAND

GRIFFIN

IMPOSSIBLE

JACK

LADY

LORD

MIS TRESS

PIPPIN

QUES T

SEBAS TIAN

SPRY

TELLER

TOM

UNICORN

WOLFGANG

WOLFHAVEN

map oF WolFhaven caSTle
Pick up a copy of The Impossible Quest and follow the journey of the four heroes    

                       through Wolfhaven Castle using the map below.

paTTern puzzle 
Look at each row of tell stones. Draw the tell stone that you think comes  

next to continue the pattern.

www.theimpossiblequest.comwww.theimpossiblequest.comwww.theimpossiblequest.com

can you crack the code?

Four unlikely heroes
Four mysterious gifts
Four impossible beasts
Five thrilling books . . .
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